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Poovellam Kettuppar is a 1999 Indian Tamil-language musical romantic comedy film written and
directed by Vasanth, which stars Suriya and Jyothika. The film was released on 28 September 1999,
and later remade in Hindi as Zindagi 50 Fifty, and in Kannada as Teja Teja. The songs from the film
were marketed as one of the first successful attempts at music video production in India. As soon as
the movie was released a song from the movie became a chartbuster and landed Suriya and Jyothika
a Filmfare Award nomination . To increase the impact of the film Vasanth went to the US to shoot
several behind the scenes videos, which included the making of the film, and the making of the
music video for the movie's title song . In late 1999, Suresh Productions released the film's
soundtrack, which featured S. P. Balasubrahmanyam and. The song was part of the soundtrack to
the Tamil version of the movie Poovellam Kettuppar, directed by Vasanth. The song was also
referred to as "kodukkum Piranukum", meaning "love and music" in Tamil . The song was a success,
becoming one of the top 10 most played songs in radio stations such as Radio Mirchi . In early 2000
the film's music video was nominated for an ARDV award for Best VJ. poovellam kettuppar song
video songs R. D. Burman wrote three songs for the Tamil version of Poovellam Kettuppar:
"Manavanna Thaaram", "Thaaradhaalum", and "Maitha Mudida Padaa Padaa Poovellam".
Manavanna Thaaram was one of the most played songs at Radio Mirchi during the year . The record
was later broken by Tamil actor Vijay in his song "Thaandi thaandi". However, Manavanna Thaaram
became a favourite song of Tamil film music director Ilaiyaraaja . Vasanth later revealed that the
song was set to D. Imman's famous romantic dance move "Varna Kazhcha", with lyrics by Ilaiyaraaja,
for the Tamil version of the film . "Manavanna Thaaram" also got coverage from the Tamil magazine
Ananda Vikatan, which criticizes the use of the song as a
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